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Zeke Meeks Versus the Pain-in-the-neck Pets Oct 03 2020 Zeke wants to bring home the class hamster, so to prove that he is responsible he promises his mother that he will take care of the family dog for a whole
week--after that it is one disaster after another.
The Lord of Darkness Nov 16 2021 Love. Betrayal. Revenge. Lucifer has escaped from purgatory. Darkness descends on both Horizon and the mortal world. The Order of the First is the on move, systematically turning
angels against angels. Their numbers continue to grow as chaos and destruction overwhelm the Legion. Meanwhile, Alexa is trapped in Tartarus, the impenetrable and inescapable angel prison, knowing all too well that
she’s responsible for Lucifer’s breakout. But can she find a way to escape her prison to fight the greatest evil she has ever faced? Worse, Milo has sacrificed himself to save the angels from his father’s deadly wrath. Will
Alexa ever see him again? If so, is he allied with his father? Can she still trust him? Or is he truly lost? The stakes are higher than ever in the last installment of The Horizon Chronicles series.
Science Fiction, Fantasy and Horror Film Sequels, Series and Remakes Mar 28 2020 Science fiction, fantasy and horror movies have spawned more sequels and remakes than any other film genre. Following Volume I,
which covered 400 films made 1931-1995, Volume II analyzes 334 releases from 1996 through 2016. The traditional cinematic monsters are represented--Dracula, Frankenstein, the Wolf Man, a new Mummy. A new
wave of popular series inspired by comics and video games, as well as The Lord of the Rings trilogy, could never have been credibly produced without the advances in special effects technology. Audiences follow the
exploits of superheroes like Captain America, Iron Man, Spider-Man and Thor, and such heroines as the vampire Selene, zombie killer Alice, dystopian rebels Katniss Everdeen and Imperator Furiosa, and Soviet spy
turned American agent Black Widow. The continuing depredations of Jason Voorhees, Freddy Krueger and Michael Myers are described. Pre-1996 movies that have since been remade are included. Entries features cast
and credits, detailed synopsis, critics' reviews, and original analysis.
The Beast (Nastragull) Oct 27 2022 As Alexa and her friends struggle to escape from a moon-sized habitat in the lawless Gala system, the universe's major powers are gearing up for total war. Marengo, the largest and
richest inhabited planet in the universe, is under blockade. Tens of millions have already died in border skirmishes between Florencia, Nastasturus, and the organized pirate clans. Then there's Alec von Hornet's
independent Section 21, anchored by the militant Grisamm Order and disenchanted elements from all the other powers. After surviving the most horrendous torture ever devised, Alec was forced to accept Alexa's tragic
death. Those experiences, combined with the universe's voice in his head, have him teetering on the edge of madness. Now Alexa has been reported alive. Torn between duty and love, Alec begins his transformation into
the dark, malevolent entity that posterity will someday call...The Beast.
Alexa's Dragon Jul 24 2022 Alexa is living her dream as a software marketer. Her business is flourishing, her days are full, if a bit lonely, but she’s proud of the life she’s built. Everything was going great…until a nasty
virus wiped out the computer systems of the company who bought her latest tech. Trapped in a downward spiral, she’s even started hearing voices. Great. Now she’s out of a job and crazy. After a lifetime of searching
for his mate, Syn has accepted he’s doomed to unending solitude. The emptiness of his existence has grown too much to bear, and all he wants is to succumb to the lure of the forever sleep of his people. Except there’s
one voice, a woman, whose dreams invade his head and tempt him with the sweetest promises. Revived by Alexa’s company, Syn soon realizes he’s got more than one reason to live. An old evil is testing the boundaries of
its prison, and this time he might not be enough to stop it. The one weapon that can win the coming battle is the one person he would do anything to protect. Alexa is more than his salvation. She alone can tip the
balance of power in the war. Her hidden gifts can protect his home, spare his people. All it will cost him is the one woman he’s destined to love for eternity. This book contains adult content. It is not intended for readers
under the age of 18
The Secret Guardian May 10 2021 A Sacred Society exists amongst us all. Believed only as a myth—its origin thrives in secret. Once transformed, each generation of its members become the elite of our society—some
for good and some for evil as well. Troy Anthony, unknowingly and somewhat unwillingly, is about to join the elite, like his father before him. It takes a close family friend to ultimately expose the Secret to Troy, revealing
his true destiny, and then she becomes a valuable ally. They inadvertently share a unique bond—one of which many doubt its very existence. Troy is taken to two magical places where he learns many secrets of the
world, many of which we all have been curious about. It becomes an epic battle where Troy clashes with an evil tyrant, his father's assassin, a distant cousin sharing many of Troy's unique abilities. There are two seeds
planted at the end of the story, one new and one older, one good and one evil. One catches Troy by surprise, while the other he will have to deal with—as the story continues.
The Woman of Flowers Sep 02 2020 A tale of sorcery and a princess in exile in a saga of an alternate Byzantine Empire by the Nebula Award–nominated author of Byzantium’s Crown. Alexa, princess of Byzantium, was
destined to rule with her devoted brother Marric until the evil forces cast dark magic on her and made her betray him. Thus Marric feels under assault and a usurper has seized the throne—and by means both magical
and moral, defeated Alexa. Saved by warrior allies, Alexa has been taken to an unfamiliar northern land. Convinced of Marric’s death, she is consumed by guilt—and fear. Even from afar, the usurper’s power reaches out
to trap her. Savage dreams terrorize her nights, prophecies of doom upset her days, and the fiery magic runs wild within her soul. Alexa’s only hope lies amid the Druids of the distant Misty Isles. They alone can cleanse
her of the darkness that infects her and teach her to use her powers well. But Alexa must learn more than just the secrets of the Druids, for within her hands and heart lie the very survival of Penilyn itself . . . and the fate
of Byzantium.
nevermore Oct 23 2019 A coup. A plague. A falling soul. In this sequel to everafter, Valentine Darrow and Alexa Newland are separated when Alexa is caught in the middle of a Wereshifter civil war halfway around the
world. Meanwhile, a mysterious disease begins to ravage the shifter population of New York City. Unable to reach Alexa to warn her, Val must penetrate the darkest secrets of the Consortium in a race against time to
save her lover and friends. Will Alexa be able to avoid the clutches of a renegade Were who wants to use her as bait? And in Alexa’s absence, will Valentine be able to resist the powerful temptation of her growing thirst?
Absolution of Fate Jan 06 2021 After his wife was ripped away along with his free will, Ethan is forced to watch a monster walk away with his only daughter. Locked in a cell, the last shred of the man he was slips away.
Meanwhile, the woman he thought he lost is fighting her way back to him. Having sacrificed herself to save those she loves, Chloe is trapped under Lucias’s watchful eye. He demands she bind herself to him, or remain
cut off from the world forever. As she struggles to hang on to the hope of being with her family again, Chloe manages to find comfort in the most unlikely of places. When an accident reveals Chloe’s most dangerous
power, plans are set in motion that change the course of the world and finally bring an end to the war her kind have been fighting for centuries. The exciting final installment of the three-part Fate Series.
Alexa's Travels Boxset Books 1-3 Sep 26 2022 It All Starts Here Long years after nuclear war devastated the world and split reality, a group of gunfighters have come from the western radiation zones, obeying a
forgotten code. On an impossible quest to find those who came before them, these fighters are searching through the remnants, hoping to prove the myth of sanctuary. Alexa culled her companions from the dwindling
herd of humanity, sensing they alone may have the strength to make the journey. Each battle fought at her side tightens their bonds. For the fighters, the quest is about redemption and rebuilding what they’ve lost. For
Alexa, the quest is a relentless hunt for her missing father, and nothing will stand in her way, not even the love she has for her crew. This file includes: Bone Dust and Beginnings (Book 1) The Killing Fields (Book 2)
Night Must fall (Book 3)
Checked Out Feb 25 2020 Shhh...in the newest hardcover in the national bestselling Dead-End Job Mystery series, Helen Hawthorne quietly goes undercover at a local library to search for a missing masterpiece.
Wealthy socialite Elizabeth Cateman Kingsley has hired Helen to find a missing John Singer Sargent painting, owned by her late father. After his death, many of Davis Cateman’s books were donated to the Flora Park
library, and his daughter suspects the small watercolor—worth millions—was tucked away inside one of those dusty tomes. To search the stacks, Helen applies for a position as a library volunteer and discovers the
library director has a catalog of complaints—from a mischievous calico cat named Paris to the mysterious disappearance of various items that some of the more imaginative staff are attributing to a ghost haunting the
building. While her husband Phil sticks his neck out to find a missing necklace, Helen is on her own with no one to lend her a hand. When a dead body turns up in a parking lot, it appears someone is willing to go to any
lengths to keep the treasure in the library quiet. Now Helen is bound and determined to find the killer as well as the painting—before she’s taken out of circulation herself.
A Witches Revenge, is the Devils Parade May 30 2020
Algorithmic Marketing and EU Law on Unfair Commercial Practices Jan 18 2022 Artificial Intelligence (AI) systems are increasingly being deployed by marketing entities in connection with consumers interactions.
Thanks to machine learning (ML) and cognitive computing technologies, businesses can now analyse vast amounts of data on consumers, generate new knowledge, use it to optimize certain processes, and undertake
tasks that were previously impossible. Against this background, this book analyses new algorithmic commercial practices, discusses their challenges for consumers, and measures such developments against the current
EU legislative framework on consumer protection. The book adopts an interdisciplinary approach, building on empirical findings from AI applications in marketing and theoretical insights from marketing studies, and
combining them with normative analysis of privacy and consumer protection in the EU. The content is divided into three parts. The first part analyses the phenomenon of algorithmic marketing practices and reviews the
main AI and AI-related technologies used in marketing, e.g. Big data, ML and NLP. The second part describes new commercial practices, including the massive monitoring and profiling of consumers, the personalization
of advertising and offers, the exploitation of psychological and emotional insights, and the use of human-like interfaces to trigger emotional responses. The third part provides a comprehensive analysis of current EU
consumer protection laws and policies in the field of commercial practices. It focuses on two main legal concepts, their shortcomings, and potential refinements: vulnerability, understood as the conceptual benchmark for
protecting consumers from unfair algorithmic practices; manipulation, the substantive legal measure for drawing the line between fair and unfair practices.
The Encyclopedia of Sexism in American Films May 22 2022 The treatment—and mistreatment—of women throughout history continues to be a necessary topic of discussion, in order for progress to be made and
equality to be achieved. While current articles and books expose troubling truths of the gender divide, modern cinema continues to provide problematic depictions of such behavior—with a few heartening exceptions. The
Encyclopedia of Sexism in American Films closely examines the many, pervasive forms of sexism in contemporary productions—from clueless comedies to superhero blockbusters. In more than 130 entries, this volume
explores a number of cinematic grievances including: the objectification of women’s bodies the limited character types available for female performers the lack of sexual diversity on the screen the limited range of
desirable traits for female performers the use of gratuitous sex the narrow focus on heteronormative depictions of courtship and romance The films discussed here include As Good as It Gets (1999), Beauty and The
Beast (2017), The Devil Wears Prada (2006), Do the Right Thing (1989), Easy A (2010), The Forty-Year-Old Virgin (2005), Hidden Figures (2016), Lost in Translation (2003), Mulholland Drive (2001), Showgirls (1995),
The Silence of the Lambs (1991), Star Wars (1977), Thelma & Louise (1991), Tootsie (1982), The Witches of Eastwick (1987), and 9 to 5 (1980). By digging deeply into more insidious forms of sexual/gender
discrimination, this book illuminates one more aspect of women’s lives that deserves to be understood. Offering insights and analysis from more than fifty contributors, The Encyclopedia of Sexism in American Films will
appeal to scholars of cinema, gender studies, women’s studies, and cultural history.
The Fate Series: Complete Box Set Jun 23 2022 Choices of Fate - Alexa Ryan has a comfortable life, but an unusual condition forces her to keep the world, and all hope of love, at a distance. Ethan Kellar spent his long
life running from his destiny, from his role in changing the fate of the world. Until the night Alexa falls into his arms. Believing she is the key to escaping his fate, Ethan gives in to their intense physical attraction only to
discover that in trying to cheat destiny, he set it in motion. So he does the only thing he can to save them both. He walks away. Consumed by grief, Alexa is lost until she learns her brief encounter with love resulted in a
child. When that child falls ill, her search for answers leads her back to Ethan and thrusts her into his dark and mysterious world, unlocking the secrets of her past and revealing threats to their future. Together, they
fight to protect their love, but one battle remains that Ethan must fight alone as he struggles to choose his own path and avoid the choices of fate. Redemption of Fate - When Ethan Kellar awakens in the dark he
struggles to remember who or where he is. His mind and body feel foreign, like a flesh and blood prison, until he discovers the lifeless form of his beautiful wife, Alexa, in his arms. On mandatory lockdown at the Elite
compound, Cami Kline has never felt more trapped in the place she’s called home for nearly two centuries. Trapped by fear for her missing brother, Ethan, and by the unwanted, yet undeniable, attraction to her cocky
new brother-in-law, Jared. When the body of one of their kind is discovered by humans, the Elite are forced to intervene, giving Cami a reprieve as she leads the team to retrieve the body and clean up the mess before the
race is exposed. Meanwhile, through a forced blood bond, Lucias uses Ethan in in his quest to rule humans and vampires alike. Unbeknownst to Lucias and despite Alexa’s death, the mate bond remains keeping a small
part of Ethan beyond Lucias’ control, but will he eventually give in to the darkness or will it be enough to redeem him. Absolution of Fate - After his wife was ripped away along with his free will, Ethan is forced to watch
a monster walk away with his only daughter. Locked in a cell, the last shred of the man he was slips away. Meanwhile, the woman he thought he lost is fighting her way back to him. Having sacrificed herself to save
those she loves, Chloe is trapped under Lucias’s watchful eye. He demands she bind herself to him, or remain cut off from the world forever. As she struggles to hang on to the hope of being with her family again, Chloe
manages to find comfort in the most unlikely of places. When an accident reveals Chloe’s most dangerous power, plans are set in motion that change the course of the world and finally bring an end to the war her kind
have been fighting for centuries.
Island Star Jun 18 2019 Island Star by Kit Gardner released on Feb 22, 1994 is available now for purchase.
Alexa's Adytum Aug 25 2022 The queen is trapped inside her own mind, her Serve has been captured by Darkness, and the enemy is launching an attack in just a matter of days. While Alexa is out of commission, the
task of protecting their people falls on Layal. It won't be an easy task. The Navare are nasty beasts, vampires who have given in to the call of Darkness. They have strength in numbers, a leader who is spiritually
connected to their once queen Alecia, and an army of twisted demons on their side. For the vampires, its either find a way to wake Alexa or stand and fight. Which path should they choose when either may lead to their
demise? Alexa’s Adytum is the third installment to The High Arc series writing by International Award winning, and USA Today Bestselling Author, Jessica Cage. Find out what happens in this exciting new part to the
story.
Wildfire Apr 28 2020 Seduced by Keane Rawdon, Alexa feels compelled to follow him across the country as he leads a group of pioneers to the Louisiana Territory
Facetten der Digitalisierung Mar 08 2021 In diesem Buch thematisiert die Professorenschaft der accadis Hochschule die Auswirkungen der Digitalisierung auf ihre Fachbereiche: Notwendige Umbrüche der
Wirtschaftsethik, Auswirkungen künstlicher Intelligenz auf Marketing und Produktentwicklung, Veränderungen in der Unternehmenskommunikation, digitale Innovationen in Sport- und Gesundheitsmanagement,
intelligente Distribution mit Blockchain-Technologien sowie Tokens im Finanzmarkt.
Research Handbook on the Law of Artificial Intelligence Aug 01 2020 The field of artificial intelligence (AI) has made tremendous advances in the last two decades, but as smart as AI is now, it is getting smarter and

becoming more autonomous. This raises a host of challenges to current legal doctrine, including whether AI/algorithms should count as ‘speech’, whether AI should be regulated under antitrust and criminal law statutes,
and whether AI should be considered as an agent under agency law or be held responsible for injuries under tort law. This book contains chapters from US and international law scholars on the role of law in an age of
increasingly smart AI, addressing these and other issues that are critical to the evolution of the field.
The Encyclopedia of Superheroes on Film and Television, 2d ed. Jun 30 2020 It's a bird! It's a plane! It's a complete guide to over 50 years of superheroes on screen! This expanded and updated edition of the 2004
award-winning encyclopedia covers important developments in the popular genre; adds new shows such as Heroes and Zoom; includes the latest films featuring icons like Superman, Spiderman and Batman; and covers
even more types of superheroes. Each entry includes a detailed history, cast and credits, episode and film descriptions, critical commentaries, and data on arch-villains, gadgets, comic-book origins and super powers,
while placing each production into its historical context. Appendices list common superhero conventions and cliches; incarnations; memorable ad lines; and the best, worst, and most influential productions from 1951 to
2008.
Slow Burn Nov 23 2019 SLOW BURN J.J. Massa-- Old Friends, Evie and Gibb have known each other for more than a decade. It's about time for these two longtime friends to negotiate a new relationship-hopefully, it
won't be at the cost of the rest of their old friends. -- Teacher, Teacher; Krayton Vance and Vivian Talon had several things in common. They both worked for the public education system, they both decided to spend their
Spring Break in Spain, and they're both looking for a fling. The question is, what happens to them when the break is over?-- Dinner for One; What could be lonelier than dinner by oneself? Many things, as it turns out.
Join Maura for a memorable evening of dinner, drinks, and meeting new people. It's a meal she will always remember. -- Anything; Intoxicated by a beautiful voice and a meaningful song, centuries old vampire Amedeo
Di Calibria searches to find the singer. He finds beautiful but emotionally frozen Alexa. Can he melt the ice around her heart?
Cacodaemus: A Guy Edrich story Apr 09 2021 They came to this world from another realm, with the sole purpose of making humans good. Once here they dwelt amongst the natives in various ancient societies until they
found satisfaction and like-minds with the Cathars of southern France. Thus, they adopted much from the Cathar lifestyle as ascetics, Credentes and Parfaits. Once labelled as saints and their works miracles, they turned
their skills to more mundane matters. Centuries of this pedestrian lifestyle left them ill-equipped for dealing with the only enemy aware of their existence in the modern world. When hell came to earth, it was a man they
rejected, Guy Edrich, a half-breed they judged unworthy of them, who became the only capable defender of humankind.
My Boyfriend Merlin Aug 13 2021 My Boyfriend Merlin picks up where King Arthur left off. Fast-forward a thousand years or so. The sword in the stone has come back to the Land and it chooses Merlin's ex-girlfriend as
a candidate to be the next Arthur.
Descent of the Jaguar Mar 20 2022 He is falling. Not only is his grip slipping from the crumbling cliff side, but he is losing his grasp on reality. Agent Nathanial Brices thoughts drift to his fathers murder. His eyes
harden with repulsion. No ancient order will keep him from revenge. Fortunately, fate has provided Brice a guide, and she is damn beautiful. Brought together through the mind game of a lunatic killer, two strangers
must battle the elements to prevent the Roshaniya from overthrowing the existing world order. The relationship between each other grows from detest to something more as they are mugged, held captive underground,
hang precariously from a mountain, and dodge booby traps. Undeterred, they search for clues that will lead to a long forgotten Mayan tomb, now utilized as a hideout for the Roshaniya. They descend deep into the
underworld until coming face to face with their destiny. They must eliminate the threat before he disposes of them and changes the known world forever.
The Killing Place (An Alexa Chase Suspense Thriller—Book 6) Oct 15 2021 When a witness in a witness protection program is killed, U.S. Marshal Alexa Chase assumes it’s related to the case. But when she hits dead
ends and the mystery becomes far more complex, she realizes a serial killer may be at work. What is his pattern? Can she connect the dots in time? “This is an excellent book… When you start reading, be sure you don’t
have to wake up early!” —Reader review for The Killing Game The Killing Place (An Alexa Chase Suspense Thriller—Book 6) is book #6 in a new series by mystery and suspense author Kate Bold, which begins with THE
KILLING GAME (Book #1). Alexa Chase, 34, a brilliant profiler in the FBI’s Behavioral Analysis Unit, was too good at her job. Haunted by all the serial killers she caught, she left a stunning career behind to join the U.S.
Marshals. As a Deputy Marshal, Alexa—fit, and as tough as she is brilliant—could immerse herself in a simple career of hunting down fugitives and bringing them to justice. But with her recent work a big success, the
FBI and the Marshals have decided to make their joint-task force permanent. Alexa, reeling from her own traumatic past and her PTSD of hunting serial killers, has no choice: she will now have to work with an FBI
partner she dislikes and hunt down serial killers whose jurisdiction intertwines with that of the U.S. Marshals. Alexa finds herself forced to confront the thing she dreads the most—entering a killer’s mind. As Alexa dives
deeper into the investigation, she realizes suspects are everywhere—and the clock is ticking. But who can really be trusted? All Alexa can do is rely on her brilliant skills to enter the killer’s twisted mind before he strikes
again. A page-turning and harrowing crime thriller featuring a brilliant and tortured Deputy Marshal, the ALEXA CHASE series is a riveting mystery, packed with non-stop action, suspense, twists and turns, revelations,
and driven by a breakneck pace that will keep you flipping pages late into the night. Future books in the series will be available soon. “This book moved very fast and every page was exciting. Plenty of dialogue, you
absolutely love the characters, and you were rooting for the good guy throughout the whole story… I look forward to reading the next in the series.” —Reader review for The Killing Game “Kate did an amazing job on this
book and I was hooked from the first chapter!” —Reader review for The Killing Game “I really enjoyed this book. The characters were authentic, and I see the bad guys as something we hear about daily on the news...
Looking forward to book 2.” —Reader review for The Killing Game “This was a really good book. The main characters were real, flawed and human. The story went along quickly and wasn't mired in too many
unnecessary details. I really enjoyed it.” —Reader review for The Killing Game “Alexa Chase is headstrong, impatient, but most of all brave with a capital B. She never, repeat never, backs down until the bad guys are put
where they belong. Clearly five stars!” —Reader review for The Killing Game “Captivating and riveting serial murder with a twist of the macabre… Very well done.” —Reader review for The Killing Game “WOW what a
great read! Talk about a diabolical killer! Really enjoyed this book. Looking forward to reading others by this author as well.” —Reader review for The Killing Game “Page turner for sure. Great characters and
relationships. I got into the middle of this story and couldn’t put it down. Looking forward to more from Kate Bold.” —Reader review for The Killing Game “Hard to put down. It has an excellent plot and has the right
amount of suspense. I really enjoyed this book.” —Reader review for The Killing Game “Extremely well written, and well worth buying and reading. I can't wait to read book two!” —Reader review for The Killing Game
The Found Dragon Jan 26 2020 Struggling to cross five kingdoms to save a lost dragon, Rose and Finley enlist the aid of sorcerers, Wheely-beasts, and other fantastic creatures. All pledge to help the two sister achieve
their goal even though an evil king sends Dirrachiam warriors to stop them.
Don's Fiancée Jul 12 2021 On the run from her adoptive father for five years after being sold to the Russian mafia, Lianna took refuge in the states. She thought New York City was a safe place for her, that it was her
ticket out of the mafia world. Little did she know that it’s swarming with people much vile than the place escaped from. This city will pull her deeper into the underworld.
Aztec's Luna Sep 14 2021 I heard him roar like the beast that he truly is. His skin was turning into fur, his canes expanded, and his claws extended on both his hands and legs. His eyes turn pitch black. After some time,
everything calmed down and I felt a soft breath on my face. By smelling the scent I know it's him in his human form. "You are my desire and my only hope to shed away this guilty birth of a werewolf." He grunted pushing
me to the wall and holding my cheek tight between his fingers. Bending his head he traced a line with his tongue from the back of my ear to my jaw line and bit me on my neck. "I marked you as mine. Now no one is
going to touch you." He made a deathly roar. I look at him in trepid and he whispers softly in my ears after kissing my cheek. "MY HEART CRAVES FOR YOU. MARRY ME, ALEXA SULLIVAN.
Sherri's Secrets Sep 21 2019 With candor and directness, the author takes you on a deeply personal, narrative journey through her life. From a sometimes abusive and disturbing childhood, to several moves between
three provinces in Canada, she builds a life with her husband and children. Through a compelling tale of adversity and accomplishment, she becomes an enterprising and tenacious adult. Learning through it all, that she
is empowered to decide what situations confine or define her, and asserts. "How truly blessed my life has been!"
The Queen's Assassin Aug 21 2019 The Queens Assassin dramatizes the adage that the road to Hell is paved with good intentions. In Trinia, a Caribbean island, anxiety rises among the dominant mulattos and the more
numerous blacks as the country prepares to hold a national election. Enter a young American, Scott Peck, who does not know whyor by whomhe has been summoned to Trinia; he reluctantly participates in a tragedy
involving the anglophile leader of the mulattos, the once-Marxist, now-Voodoo leader of the blacks, a cynical U.S. diplomat, a soulless American hedonista, and an extraordinary Russian beauty.
Casaday Girls, Book 2: The Creature Returns Apr 21 2022 Young superheroes Alexa and Rachael Casaday return to that abandoned factory, the backdrop for the near fatal climax of Book 1: Super Kids. They rescue
Isaac Fromme, the cruelly mistreated gentleman who vanished--imprisoned in a crypt beneath the crumbling building. Could Fromme be a vampire, one of the "good" ones? Why is this elusive man researching a
grotesque creature originally thought to be a figment of local imaginations? The Casadays must use their extraordinary gifts again to prevent misguided individuals from destroying the beast. Will their superpowers
make the world right again in the wilds of South Jersey? Monsters AND vampires? Fascinating.
Night Must Fall Jul 20 2019 Alexa and her crew made it through the Killing Fields and were pointed to the road that will take them to the first portal. With the help of a blessed knife and a friend, their next adventure
shouldn’t be so harsh… Except, the knife isn’t blessed, and the friend isn’t one. Night Must Fall, for everyone. Need to Know Information Title: Night Must Fall Book Three of Alexa’s Travels Length: 400+ Pages Author:
©Angela White ISBN#: 978-1-945927-98-0 Related to series: Life After War
Destiny of Darkness Feb 07 2021 Alexa McKay has always been different from other people. She can create and manipulate fire with the power of her thoughts. Her cold-hearted mother, Katherine, constantly describes
her as a danger to society, so Katherine hides her daughter in the wilds of Montana until she has a change of heart. After twenty years, Alexa is allowed to move away. She ventures to New York City and discovers that
shes not alone. Some of the worlds sexiest, preternatural men take Alexa under their wing in order to guard her like the treasure she is and train her to fight evil. Alexa is destined to become the very first goddess with a
corporeal body. She has to create an army of warriors to protect humankind from the tainted creatures in the shadows. When Gaia, the primeval goddess of the earth, gives Alexa her first taste of power, Alexas inner
firethe source of her pyrokinesiscraves not only more of it, but also sexual pleasure. She must sate her fire regularly before it forces uncontrollable flames out of her. But when the leader of the Vampire Association uses
Alexas loved ones as bait to ensnare her, shell have to control her wild urges so she can save them and herself.
New Teeth Dec 25 2019 Laugh till you cry in this new collection of stories from the award-winning “Serena Williams of humor writing” (New York Times Book Review) about raising babies and trying not to be one.
Called a “comedic Godsend” by Conan O’Brien and “the Stephen King of comedy writing” by John Mulaney, Simon Rich is back with New Teeth, his funniest and most personal collection yet. Two murderous pirates find
a child stowaway on board and attempt to balance pillaging with co-parenting. A woman raised by wolves prepares for her parents’ annual Thanksgiving visit. An aging mutant superhero is forced to learn humility when
the mayor kicks him upstairs to a desk job. And in the hard-boiled caper “The Big Nap,” a weary two-year-old detective struggles to make sense of “a world gone mad.” Equal parts silly and sincere, New Teeth is an ode
to growing up, growing older, and what it means to make a family.
The Mandala Maneuver Dec 17 2021 Ambassador Alexa Craig has earned herself the nickname of "The Ice Queen" for her cool negotiating skills and unflappable demeanor. While traveling to a diplomatic meeting, her
ship comes under fire, and she is forced to escape in a shuttle, accompanied by another ambassador, one of the mysterious alien Zhore. As Alexa and Lirzhan, the Zhore ambassador, struggle to locate Mandala's sole
science station to access the communications equipment there, they face the harsh environment of an alien planet. When they stumble upon a secret facility on the supposedly uninhabited world, they find themselves in a
fight for their lives...and the future they've just begun to imagine together. (The Gaian Consortium Series, Volume 4) SF romance, science fiction romance, alien human romance, galactic empire, colonization
The Time Stone Jun 11 2021 A group of unlikely heroes from the opposite sides of the track embarks on the most ultimate human adventure surrounding an ancient alien transportation device. The four main characters
travel through time in search of answers and a way home but end up making a difference in terms of helping to solve an age old mystery and avert a disaster in the future from occurring. They learn a lot about
themselves in the process.
Choices of Fate Feb 19 2022 Alexa Ryan has a comfortable life, but an unusual condition forces her to keep the world, and all hope of love, at a distance. Ethan Kellar spent his long life running from his destiny, from his
role in changing the fate of the world. Until the night Alexa falls into his arms. Believing she is the key to escaping his fate, Ethan gives in to their intense physical attraction only to discover that in trying to cheat
destiny, he set it in motion. So he does the only thing he can to save them both. He walks away. Consumed by grief, Alexa is lost until she learns her brief encounter with love resulted in a child. When that child falls ill,
her search for answers leads her back to Ethan and thrusts her into his dark and mysterious world, unlocking the secrets of her past and revealing threats to their future. Together, they fight to protect their love, but one
battle remains that Ethan must fight alone as he struggles to choose his own path and avoid the choices of fate.
Ice King [The Xephon Alliance 5] Nov 04 2020 [Bookstrand Futuristic Sci-Fi Romance, HEA] Corina Blaze, Earthling and second-in-command of the mighty starship, The Dread Moon, attends a masquerade party and
decides to experiment with one of the compelling and enigmatic alien males there. When she later finds out that the man she's experienced the most amazing intimate encounter of her life with is actually her mission
leader, Captain Junner, she's mortified, and tension between them grows as they head to the Ice World, Zekurea, to collect a mysterious dragon beast for research purposes. However, the situation turns grave when
Captain Junner is incapacitated and Corina is forced to take charge of the ship. Unfortunately she soon makes a critical choice that jeopardizes the success of the entire mission and alienates her from Captain Junner. If
only she could locate the lost treasure that he mysteriously can't remember, before they arrive back at Alliance Headquarters - the precious gift that has the power to reverse the failure of the mission and change
everything. ** A BookStrand Mainstream Romance
Alexa-Alessandra Dec 05 2020 ALEXA – ALESSANDRA Story of Love A Novel by Anita Sumariwalla Alexa is a Swiss student who won a scholarship to study music in Rome, Italy. She meets Munir, an Arab artist. Their
love blossoms as they experience the joys of first love. Through deception and manipulation by others they are forcefully separated. They experience the profound sorrow of broken hearts. Alexa’s uncle recognizes her
deep despair and invites her to go to England over New Year to meet his friends from Oxford. There, Alexa meets Gordon Charles, the only son of an Earl, a diplomat. The two fall in love and get married. Charles wishes
that his wife be called by her real name Alessandra. He gets posted to Washington, DC where they live in an old Tudor house. During one of the diplomatic functions Alessandra meets someone from her past who will
affect the rest of her life. She becomes Alexa-Alessandra.
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